FROM THE

PRESIDENT
20 years! Where has the time gone?
2022 marks the 20th year Extreme Flight has been
in business, and what a roller coaster ride it has been!
31 trips to China, multiple trips to Europe, almost
dying of food poisoning while trying to open my own
factory in Malaysia, getting ripped off by crooked
manufacturers for hundreds of thousands of dollars,
merging with our biggest competitor all while busting
our butts to develop, grow and nurture this model
airplane company that has become such a passion for
us and a source of great joy for model aviation enthusiasts the world over.
Although I’ve made many mistakes in the past 20
years, our merger with 3D Hobbyshop and Ben Fisher
in particular has turned out to be one of the best decisions I ever made. Ben is a brilliant designer, certified
airplane nut, is extremely well read and can speak with
authority and intelligence on any number of interesting topics. I am fortunate to call him one of my best
friends, and fellow international RC man of mystery.
His tireless work ethic and endless ideas help propel
Extreme Flight forward and our regular brainstorming
sessions always result in a cool idea for a new airplane
or accessory. Ben’s contribution to Extreme Flight is
immeasurable.
My lovely wife Melissa is truly the backbone of Extreme Flight RC. Melissa left a very lucrative career
as a stockbroker in the mid 2000s when the company
became too big for me to continue to handle by myself. She stepped up and took on any task or responsibility that needed to be handled and carved out her
own role within the company. She is the first to arrive
and often the last to leave, and spends many of her
weekends at the office making sure everything is in
line for the upcoming week. Her value to the company is tremendous and Extreme Flight simply could not
function without her. Thank you, my love, for all that
you are and all that you do.
We are celebrating 20 years in business with multiple new airplane releases along with the first annual
Wings Over America event that was held at Hodges
Field in Americus, Georgia in March. The event was

a huge success, with folks traveling from as far away
as Mexico, Washington State, Michigan, South Dakota
and Iowa to join us for a long weekend of fun, fellowship, great food and amazing flying. We will confirm
dates for the 2023 Wings Over America event soon, so
be sure you plan to join us!
Finally, all of us here at Extreme Flight wish to
express our deepest gratitude for 20 years of patronage
and support from you, our devoted customers. I can
honestly say the best is yet to come! We are committed to continue to push the boundaries of model
aviation and will continue to do our best to provide
you with the most advanced aircraft and accessories
on the market.

Sincerely,

Chris Hinson,
Founder and President
ExtremeFlightRC

This photo was taken in 2004 in Southern China.
Whenever we tested prototypes, it always drew a
crowd, and this member of the local police was a
big fan and always stopped to watch us fly!

COMING SOON

91” Slick 580
The Slick 580 series is getting another size, this
time for 70-76cc twins!
The Extreme Flight Slick 580’s are well known
for their 3D, Freestyle and XA abilities, and the 91”
shares these talents. It has a big, floaty wing for low
and slow old-school 3D flying, and tremendous tail
authority for the latest gyroscopic maneuvers. It’s a
true do-it-all aerobatic platform.
Match it up with a 70-76cc gas twin, such as the
Desert Aircraft DA-70 or the GP Engines GP-76, for
stump-pulling vertical acceleration. Five hi-torque
digital servos are required for the big flight control
surfaces.
The 91” Slick 580 features our latest quick-release
latch system for the wings, stabilizers and canopy
hatch so transport and setup is a breeze. Watch for
more tech details soon and get ready for delivery of
this exciting new aircraft later in 2022!

Wings over America

Extreme Flight celebrated 20 years in
business and introduced 5 new aircraft
at the Wings Over America Fly-In.
It was a party worthy of the 20 year milestone!
112 pilots from all across North America gathered in
Americus, Georgia in late march to celebrate the 20th
year of Extreme Flight RC.
The georgeous and unique Hodges Field was the
backdrop for 4 days of great flying, fun, food and
prizes. 2 raffles awarded over $10,000 in prizes, with
Dennis Poole taking home the grand prize.

Dennis Poole won the big raffle prize:
A ready-to-fly 104” NG with JR radio!
Lisa Zoldak photo

There were impromptu formation flights, dipping of
tails and wingtips in the pond, night flying, freestyle
demonstrations by sponsored pilots, unique scratchbuilds, new aircraft from Extreme Flight...in short, it
was a good time.
The great response means it’s now an annual event.
Check out the photos and make plans to join us next
Spring at Wings Over America 2023!

Jonny Falgout, William Jackson, Tim Hanstine and Austin Seavey pose with their Bushmasters.
Lori Wiles photo

Terry Wiles flew this 8 Kilowatt
electric 104” Laser. Tons of power!
Lori wiles photo

Candy drop TBM built by
Jeremy Jackson.
Lori wiles photo

Full-throttle RC was on-site
all week assembling aircraft.
Lisa Zoldak photo

John Dussia fuels the
new 114” Extra NG.
Lisa Zoldak photo

Jase Dussia flies a freestyle routine with his 104” Laser.
Lisa Zoldak photo

Antonio D’Souza and Jase
Dussia group hover.
Lisa Zoldak photo

Jorge Berra Jr. traveled 1800 miles from Mexico to put on a show with his 105” Slick 580. Lisa Zoldak photo

Long-time Extreme Flight
team pilot Daniel Holman
flew from Alaska to attend.

Santiago Perez put on a dramatic
display with his DA-200 powered
114” Slick 580. Lori Wiles photo

The NEW 33” EDge JD
Light, Precise and durable.
The perfect front yard
practice tool, only $79.99!

David Green drags one float in the pond at
Hodges with the 120” Bushmaster.
Lori Wiles photo

www.jtainnovations.com

COMING SOON

100” Turbo Bushmaster
35cc gas or electric

The much-anticipated 35cc Bushmaster is coming!
Suitable for 35-38cc gas or XPWR35cc electric, the
mid-size Bushmaster will be in production later this
year.
Flight characteristics of this new addition to the
Legacy Bushmaster line are the same as the other
sizes, in a word, magnificent. Designer Cody Wojcik
drew a winning shape that flies great in any size.
The 100” uses standard-size servos and features
our quick-latches for easy field asembly. More info to
come as testing continues!

COMING SOON

78” Extra NG 35-38cc
Extreme Flight is proud to introduce the 78” Extra
NG. Designed for 35-38cc gas engines or the XPWR
40CC brushless motor, the NG brings the amazing
performance of our 60”, 91” and 104” NG models to
this super-convenient size.
The 78” NG has the latest quick-latch tehcnology
for the wings and canopy hatch to get you in the air
quickly at the field, and it arrives highly-prefabricated
so the build is fast and easy.
The 78” will arive in mid-2022 in the elegant silver-red scale scheme and the high-visibility white-blue
pictured here.

PILOT PROFILE

Danny Nowlan

Starting as an aeropace engineer, Danny became an expert in auto
racing physics simulation, working for top motorsports teams. He
founded ChassisSim, a software company that provides simulation
software ot the top levels of auto racing. He also applies all of that
knowledge to RC flying. We caught up with Danny and he told us about
his career and his RC endeavours...
I am based in the Hunter region about 2 hours north
of Sydney, Australia where I was born and raised.
I’m an Aerospace Engineer and while I got my training in tactical military aviation (my undergraduate
thesis was designing a flight control system for a highly modified X-29 to do what we now term 3D flight)
when I got out the cold war was over. I was out of a
job, so I sold my soul to the devil, ran away and joined
the circus and I’ve been doing motor racing ever since.
I run a racecar simulation company called ChassisSim
Technologies. I also write for Racecar Engineering

magazine every month.
Bottomline I’m a big kid who never grow up.
When I finished my under grad in the mid 90’s I was
going to be stuffed if I was going to work for Qantas
becoming an expert on the fatigue of Rib section 427
of a 747, so I started to hang around the race track. I
did Formula Ford, F3 and Formula Holden (Aussie
F2) went back to Uni and did my masters on racecar
simulation. That was the birth of ChassisSim. Then I
moved to England for 4 years and did F3, F3000 and
worked for an OEM subsidiary.

After experiencing 4 English winters
(that was enough for one lifetime) I
moved home and quickly found out that
motor racing was a bit like the mafia.
Once you join you never leave! I started working for an aftermarket engine
management company, got involved in
V8 Supercars, and then ChassisSim was
re-born on Sportscars and A1GP and has
been used in every major racing formula.
In terms of motor racing war stories, if it
wasn’t for customer confidentiality, boy
could I tell some good ones!
What I can tell you is that ChassisSim
has been a big part in customer victories in events as diverse as the Bathurst
1000, the Bathurst 12 hour, the 12 hours
of Sebring, and the 24 hours of Daytona
and the 24 hours of LeMans, F2 to name
a few and a raft other formulas that sadly
I’m sworn to secrecy on. Suffice to say
I have a lot of motorsport grown ups who turn to me
quite regularly for advice and I’ll leave it at that.

We’re honored that an engineer of Danny’s caliber chooses Extreme Flight aircraft. Danny added,“I have to thank
‘Doc’ Austin Brammer for all of his help when I made the
transition to 3D flying.” You can find Danny, Doc and
much more on the RCGroups.com 3DFlying forum and our
Extreme Flight Facebook group.

I started flying in the mid 90’s at the now defunct
Macquarie Model soaring club. I started very modestly on a 3 channel 1.8m electric glider. Then I moved
on to flying wings and had a front row seat with the
transition from NiCad and Brushed motors to brushless LiPo powered monsters. I got involved flying 3S
pylon racers because I had the need for speed, then in
2013 after a mis-step with a canned kit, I started 3D
flying and I never looked back. My 3D balsa fleet is all
Extreme Flight. In terms of my flying standard I would
describe my flying skill as high end intermediate/low
advanced.
I have a really hard time picking my favorite Extreme Flight plane so far. I started off with the 48”
Electric series and as I got better moved into the 60”
class and this is now the backbone of my 3D balsa
flying. In the 48” series my favourite would have to
be Extra by a fair margin. It is the most beautifully
balanced aircraft I have ever flown. In the 60” series
my favourite would have to be Extra v2. Like its kid
brother it is gorgeously balanced and with the Avain
100 ESC and the Xpwr 22 it is the most stable rocket
ship I have ever flown. That being said I also fly an
Edge v2 and the thing this has got going for it is that
it is just so ludicrously easy to fly and I enjoy this immensely. I’m also getting a Turbo Raven up to speed.
Great flying plane and I’ve been playing around quite
a bit with the power train options so stay tuned on this
one!

110” Muscle Bipe 150-200cc
When we first started discussing the idea of having
a flying event to celebrate our 20th anniversary, we
knew we wanted to build something really special
to reveal there. We threw around several ideas and
eventually settled on building a huge 200cc powered
version of our Muscle Bipe. Ben put together the initial CAD drawings and presented them to our factory
engineers. Within a few weeks we had drawings to
approve and soon thereafter the factory was sending us
pictures of this giant Muscle Bipe built in the bones.
The prototype arrived at our warehouse two weeks
before our Wings Over America event and we were
finally able to put the first flights on it at Hodges Field
a few days before the official start of the event. We
were completely blown away by how well the plane
flew and it immediately attracted a crowd of onlookers.
Due to the overwhelming response to the giant
Muscle Bipe, we have decided to put it into production so that others can experience the awesomeness of
this amazing bird! Although it was purpose designed

for the DA-200, its light weight will allow excellent
performance with 2 cylinder 150-178cc engines. The
production version will include custom baffling to
make proper cooling of the DA-200 as simple as bolting the baffle components in place. The Muscle Bipe
features all the latest tech including our patented next
generation wing and canopy locks that allow for super
fast assembly at the flying field. Stay tuned for more
details about the imminent release of this beautiful
new airframe! -Chris Hinson

COMING SOON

114” Extra NG
150-178cc

In testing right now in the capable hands of
Jase and John Dussia, the 114” Extra NG is
coming!
“It’s a next-gen airframe, for sure.” Jase
said. “It precisely handles every combination
and transition I throw at it throughout the entire envelope. That’s something truly next-gen
for an airframe of this size.”
Development is almost finished on this
much-anticipated aircraft and we expect to
begin delivering it to pilots in late 2022.
Sized for twin cylinder engines 150cc178cc, the big NG utilizes a tremendous
amount of integrated carbon in the airframe to
hold up under the stresses of Jase’s brutal XA
maneuvers.
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